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荒野へ 2007-03 アラスカの荒野にひとり足を踏み入れた青年 そして四か月後 うち捨てられたバスの中で死体となって発見される その死は やがてアメリカ
中を震撼させることとなった 恵まれた境遇で育った彼は なぜ家を捨て 荒野の世界に魅入られていったのか 登山家でもある著者は 綿密な取材をもとに青年の心の軌
跡を辿っていく 全米ベストセラー ノンフィクション
Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem and Other Analogous Documents Preserved
in the National Archives XXXV: 1 Edward V to Richard III (1483-1485)
2021-05-21 a valuable resource on the social and economic life of medieval
england
American Cultures as Transnational Performance 2021-09-07 this book
investigates transnational processes through the analytic lens of cultural
performance structured around key concepts of performance studies commons
skills and traces this edited collection addresses the political normative
and historical implications of cultural performances beyond the limits of the
us nation state these three central aspects of performance function as
entryways to inquiries into transnational processes and allow the authors to
shift the discussion away from text centered approaches to intercultural
encounters and to bring into focus the dynamic field that opens up between
producer art work context setting and audience in the moment of performance
as well as in its afterlife the chapters provide fresh performance based
approaches to notions of transcultural mobility and circulation transnational
cultural experience and knowledge formation transnational public spheres and
identities rootedness in both specific local places and diasporic worlds
beyond the written word this book will be of great interest to scholars and



students of american studies performance studies and transnational studies
Transactions of the Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons of the State of
Michigan 1918 grace and freedom addresses the issue of divine grace in
relation to the freedom of the will in reformed or calvinist theology in the
late sixteenth and early seventeenth century it focuses on the work of the
english reformed theologian william perkins especially his role as an
apologist of the church of england defending its theology against the roman
catholic polemic and specifically against the charge that reformed theology
denies human free choice perkins and his reformed contemporaries affirm that
salvation occurs by grace alone and that god is the ultimate cause of all
things but they also insist on the freedom of the human will and specifically
the freedom of choice in a way that does not conform to modern notions of
libertarian freedom or compatibilism in developing this position perkins drew
on the thought of reformers such as peter martyr vermigli and zacharias
ursinus on the nuanced positions of medieval scholastics and several
contemporary roman catholic representatives of the so called second
scholasticism his work was a major contribution to early modern reformed
thought both in england and on the continent his influence in england
extended both to the reformed heritage of the church of england and to
english puritanism on the continent his work contributed to the main lines of
reformed orthodoxy and to the piety of the dutch second reformation
Grace and Freedom 2020-06-17 how can one believe in an age of doubt how can



we name the mystery of god in human words does nature speak of the glory of
god does science undermine faith is the problem of evil unanswerable in this
volume scientists theologians philosophers as well as a historian and social
scientist take seriously the challenge of knowing and speaking about god in
an age of doubt and challenge all new zealand writers the authors reflect a
variety of styles inputs and assumptions from down under some look to answer
new atheists directly others point out links between belief and unbelief in
any age there are essays that show us new ways of reading old texts
scientists reflect on nature its signs and its obscurity we are confronted
also with the mixed picture of belief and unbelief that the last few hundred
years reveals to us most of these essays have come out of seminars and
conferences put on by tansa theology and the natural sciences in aotearoa a
forum for discussion and interpretation amongst scientists and theologians in
new zealand
Taking Rational Trouble Over the Mysteries 2013-07-29 includes section book
reviews
The Journal of Southern History 1975 ancestral diets and nutrition supplies
dietary advice based on the study of prehuman and human populations worldwide
over the last two million years this thorough accessible book uses prehistory
and history as a laboratory for testing the health effects of various foods
it examines all food groups by drawing evidence from skeletons and their
teeth middens and coprolites along with written records where they exist to



determine peoples health and diet fully illustrated and grounded in extensive
research this book enhances knowledge about diet nutrition and health it
appeals to practitioners in medicine nutrition anthropology biology chemistry
economics and history and those seeking a clear explanation of what humans
have eaten across the ages and what we should eat now features sixteen
chapters examine fat sweeteners grains roots and tubers fruits vegetables and
animal and plant sources of protein integrates information about diet
nutrition and health from ancient medieval modern and current sources drawing
from the natural sciences social sciences and humanities provides
comprehensive coverage based on the study of several hundred sources and the
provision of over 2 000 footnotes presents practical information to help
shape readers next meal through recommendations of what to eat and what to
avoid
Ancestral Diets and Nutrition 2020-11-19 this book first published in 1976
discusses four classical paradigms for sociology the positivism of saint
simon and comte durkheim marx and weber and four contemporary developments or
revisions of them the sociologie active of dumazedier and his colleagues in
france sociology in socialist poland the work of dahrendorf and the new
sociology of mills and his successors christopher bryant suggests that no
neutral language exists in which to compare the characteristics of these
different paradigms yet highlights those features which are common to all of
them unique in its approach and analysis of the relationship between



sociology and action this book is of value and interest to students of
sociology and theory and professional sociologists
Sociology in Action (Routledge Revivals) 2013-09-13 james j chriss carefully
guides readers through the debates about social control the book provides a
comprehensive guide to historical debates and more recent controversies
examining in detail the criminal justice system medicine everyday life and
national security
Social Control 2007-09-19 americans have learned in elementary school that
their country was founded by a group of brave white largely british
christians modern reinterpretations recognize the contributions of african
and indigenous americans but the basic premise has persisted this
groundbreaking study fundamentally challenges the traditional national
storyline by postulating that many of the initial colonists were actually of
sephardic jewish and muslim moorish ancestry supporting references include
historical writings ship manifests wills land grants dna test results
genealogies and settler lists that provide for the first time the spanish
hebrew arabic and jewish origins of more than 5 000 surnames the majority
widely assumed to be british by documenting the widespread presence of jews
and muslims in prominent economic political financial and social positions in
all of the original colonies this innovative work offers a fresh perspective
on the early american experience
Resources in Education 1992-02 wyclif sought the restoration of an idealized



past even if that meant taking revolutionary steps in the present to recover
what had been lost his 1377 78 on the truth of holy scripture represents such
an effort in reform the recognition of the inherent perfection and veracity
of the sacred page which serves as the model for daily conduct discourse and
worship thereby forming the foundation upon which christendom itself is to be
ordered
Jews and Muslims in British Colonial America 2012-02-15 about half of today s
nation states originated as some kind of breakaway state the end of the cold
war witnessed a resurgence of separatist activity affecting nearly every part
of the globe and stimulated a new generation of scholars to consider
separatism and secession as the 150th anniversary of the american civil war
approaches this collection of essays allows us to view within a broader
international context one of modern history s bloodiest conflicts over
secession the contributors to this volume consider a wide range of topics
related to secession separatism and the nationalist passions that inflame
such conflicts the first section of the book examines ethical and moral
dimensions of secession while subsequent sections look at the american civil
war conflicts in the gulf of mexico european separatism and conflicts in the
middle east asia and africa the contributors to this book have no common
position advocating or opposing secession in principle or in any particular
case all understand it however as a common feature of the modern world and as
a historic phenomenon of international scope some contributors propose that



political divorce as secession has come to be called ought to be subject to
rational arbitration and ethical norms instead of being decided by force
along with these hopes for the future secession as an international
phenomenon offers a somber reminder of the cost the united states paid when
reason failed and war was left to resolve the issue
On the Truth of Holy Scripture 2001-11-01 first published in 2015 routledge
is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
Research in Education 1973 the fence and the bridge is about the development
of the canada us border security relationship as an outgrowth of the much
lengthier canada us relationship it suggests that this relationship has been
both highly reflexive and hegemonic over time and that such realities are
embodied in the metaphorical images and texts that describe the canada us
border over its history nicol argues that prominent security motifs such as
themes of free trade illegal immigration cross border crime terrorism and
territorial sovereignty are not new nor are they limited to the post 9 11 era
they have developed and evolved at different times and become part of a
larger quilt whose patches are stitched together to create a new fabric and
design each of the security motifs that now characterize canada us border
perceptions and relations has a precedent in border management strategies and
border relations in earlier periods in some cases these have deep historical
roots that date back not just years or decades but centuries they are part of
an evolving north american geopolitical logic that inscribes how borders are



perceived how they function and what they mean
Secession as an International Phenomenon 2010 list of members included in
each volume except v 1
The Early Republic and Antebellum America 2015-04-08 the 1 new york times
bestseller and the inspiration for the hit broadway musical hamilton pulitzer
prize winning author ron chernow presents a landmark biography of alexander
hamilton the founding father who galvanized inspired scandalized and shaped
the newborn nation grand scale biography at its best thorough insightful
consistently fair and superbly written a genuinely great book david
mccullough a robust full length portrait in my view the best ever written of
the most brilliant charismatic and dangerous founder of them all joseph ellis
few figures in american history have been more hotly debated or more grossly
misunderstood than alexander hamilton chernow s biography gives hamilton his
due and sets the record straight deftly illustrating that the political and
economic greatness of today s america is the result of hamilton s countless
sacrifices to champion ideas that were often wildly disputed during his time
to repudiate his legacy chernow writes is in many ways to repudiate the
modern world chernow here recounts hamilton s turbulent life an illegitimate
largely self taught orphan from the caribbean he came out of nowhere to take
america by storm rising to become george washington s aide de camp in the
continental army coauthoring the federalist papers founding the bank of new
york leading the federalist party and becoming the first treasury secretary



of the united states historians have long told the story of america s birth
as the triumph of jefferson s democratic ideals over the aristocratic
intentions of hamilton chernow presents an entirely different man whose
legendary ambitions were motivated not merely by self interest but by
passionate patriotism and a stubborn will to build the foundations of
american prosperity and power his is a hamilton far more human than we ve
encountered before from his shame about his birth to his fiery aspirations
from his intimate relationships with childhood friends to his titanic feuds
with jefferson madison adams monroe and burr and from his highly public
affair with maria reynolds to his loving marriage to his loyal wife eliza and
never before has there been a more vivid account of hamilton s famous and
mysterious death in a duel with aaron burr in july of 1804 chernow s
biography is not just a portrait of hamilton but the story of america s birth
seen through its most central figure at a critical time to look back to our
roots alexander hamilton will remind readers of the purpose of our
institutions and our heritage as americans 9780143034759
Air University Library Index to Military Periodicals 1974 in the past few
decades thousands of new memorials to executed witches victims of terrorism
and dead astronauts along with those that pay tribute to civil rights organ
donors and the end of communism have dotted the american landscape equally
ubiquitous though until now less the subject of serious inquiry are temporary
memorials spontaneous offerings of flowers and candles that materialize at



sites of tragic and traumatic death in memorial mania erika doss argues that
these memorials underscore our obsession with issues of memory and history
and the urgent desire to express and claim those issues in visibly public
contexts doss shows how this desire to memorialize the past disposes itself
to individual anniversaries and personal grievances to stories of tragedy and
trauma and to the social and political agendas of diverse numbers of
americans by offering a framework for understanding these sites doss engages
the larger issues behind our culture of commemoration driven by heated
struggles over identity and the politics of representation memorial mania is
a testament to the fevered pitch of public feelings in america today
The Fence and the Bridge 2015-10-19 this volume contains the proceedings of
the conference on exactly soluble models in statistical mechanics historical
perspectives and current status held at northeastern university in march 1996
the first ever conference to deal exclusively with this topic besides invited
presentations by leading researchers in the field the conference held a
session of contributed papers by participants from throughout the world the
proceedings which include both the invited and the contributed papers reflect
the broad range of interest in exactly soluble models as well as the diverse
fields in physics and mathematics that they connect apart from providing
concise and timely reviews the papers in this volume give a snapshot of the
current state of affairs the topics covered range from a historical survey of
the field by e h lieb to the latest formulation of a star star transformation



of spin models by r j baxter
Transactions of the Cumberland & Westmorland Antiquarian & Archeological
Society 1922 the extraordinary life and times of a colorful capitalist who
invented the idea of consumer credit
Alexander Hamilton 2005-03-29 examines how international context and domestic
politics interact in producing state policies toward religious minorities in
turkey and france
Memorial Mania 2012-09-07 this volume is a collection of thirteen essays
offered in dedication to professor c g stead on his 80th birthday their theme
is the philosophy underlying the presentation of christian teaching in late
antiquity the essays deal with individual theologians augustine ambrose
dionysius the areopagite gregory of nyssa with ideological background
christian and roman universalism and with the discussion of particular texts
a bibliography and brief appreciation of professor stead s contribution to
patristic studies are included
The History and Antiquities of the Counties of Westmorland and Cumberland
1777 does god exist what about evil and suffering how does faith relate to
science is there life after death these questions fascinate everyone and lie
at the heart of philosophy of religion chad meister offers an up to date
introduction to the field focussing not only on traditional debates but also
on contemporary concepts such as the intelligent creator key topics such as
divine reality and the self and religious experience are discussed in



relation to different faiths introducing philosophy of religion offers a
lucid overview of contemporary philosophy of religion introduces the key
figures in the history of philosophy of religion explores the impact of
religious diversity and pluralism examines the main arguments for and against
the existence of god and the nature of the divine looks at science and issues
of faith and reason explores how the different religions approach the concept
of life after death the wealth of textbook features including tables of
essential information questions for reflection summaries glossary and
recommendations for further reading make the book ideal for student use along
with its accompanying reader this is the perfect introductory package for
undergraduate philosophy of religion courses visit the book s companion
website at routledge com textbooks 9780415403276 features include an
interactive glossary a timeline powerpoint slides on all the chapters chapter
outlines lists of objectives for study
Exactly Soluble Models In Statistical Mechanics - Historical Perspectives And
Current Status 1997-02-26 in the thirty five years since b z kedar published
the first of his many studies on the crusades he has become a leading
historian of this field and of medieval and middle eastern history more
broadly his work has been groundbreaking uncovering new evidence and
developing new research tools and methods of analysis with which to study the
life of latins and non latins in both the medieval west and the frankish east
from the israeli perspective kedar s work forms a important part of the



historical and cultural heritage of the country this volume presents 31
essays written by eminent medievalists in his honour they reflect his methods
and diversity of interest the collection outstanding in both quality and
range of topics covers the latin east and relations between west and east in
the time of the crusades the individual essays deal with the history
archaeology and art of the holy land the crusades and the military orders
islam historiography mediterranean commerce medieval ideas and literature and
the jews given benjamin kedar s close involvement with the society for the
study of the crusades and the latin east and his years as its president and
his work to establish the journal crusades it is fitting that this volume
should appear as the first in a series of subsidia to the journal for
information about the society for the study of the crusades and the latin
east see the society s website sscle org
Everybody Ought to Be Rich 2013-05-30 including late breaking data from the
iraq occupation and the disastrous cbs news reports on bush s vietnam era
national guard service acclaimed media scholars stephen j farnsworth and s
robert lichter examine news coverage of military policy economic policy and
scandals from the last four u s presidencies including the current
controversial administration using a quarter century of content analysis data
the authors demonstrate how the white house dominates capitol hill on every
dimension of news coverage undermining congress s attempt to compete as an
equal branch before the public at the same time they show how the networks



are steadily losing ground to new media outlets and suggest future paths our
media mania may take
Alien Citizens 2019-10-10 in this revised and updated 1993 edition the
authors synthesize recent research to provide a comprehensive survey of
mesoamerica
Christian Faith and Greek Philosophy in Late Antiquity 2015-12-22 in wallace
stevens among others david jarraway explores the extraordinary achievement of
wallace stevens but in contexts that are not usually thought about in
connection with stevens s work gay literature contemporary fiction hollywood
film and avant garde architecture among others by viewing the poet among
these other contexts jarraway considers the nature of self reflection and
pays special attention to the discrediting of self presence as the principle
of identity in american writing a theme that reflects american authors
abiding concern for subjectivities that engage the world from spaces of
distance and difference by returning to the work of stevens jarraway seeks to
refurbish this preoccupation by linking it to the literary theory of french
philosopher gilles deleuze whose work applies to american writers from
melville and whitman to fitzgerald and cummings jarraway forges the link
between deleuze and stevens by drawing out the female subjectivity found in
each writer s work to rethink the more static masculinist premises of being
informed by a deep knowledge of and fluency with the work of stevens and
deleuze jarraway uses these writers as a means of entry into american



literature and culture wallace stevens among others is a sophisticated
analysis that will open new directions for future scholarship
Introducing Philosophy of Religion 2009-02-13 conscription conscientious
objection and draft resistance in american history is the definitive history
of conscription in america it is the first book ever to consider the entire
temporal sweep of conscription from pre revolutionary war colonial militia
drafts through the end of the vietnam era each chapter contains an
examination of that era s draft law the actual workings of the conscription
machinery and relevant court decisions that shaped the draft in practice in
addition the book describes the popular opposition to conscription organized
and unorganized violent and nonviolent public and clandestine legal and
illegal using sources never before utilized by historians including
government documents obtained in freedom of information act requests the book
demonstrates how anti conscription sentiment has been far deeper than is
popularly appreciated
In Laudem Hierosolymitani 2016-12-05 universities are changing around the
world in china and africa there is massive expansion while many of america s
greatest public universities are experiencing major budget cuts in latin
america universities have been affected by dictatorships and privatization
but are now growing in ways central to economic development in europe
universities built as state institutions are being told to raise more money
from private sources and are being reorganized so they will compete better in



global rankings in this context clarity about the public mission of
universities is vital yet it is lacking both outside and inside academia when
universities educate students is this simply a private benefit because it
advances their careers or is it a public good because informed citizens are
integral to democracy and essential for national economic development how
important is equal opportunity what are the effects of hierarchy who pays now
and who will pay tomorrow should the results of academic research be private
property for sale or openly available for public use who sets the university
research agendas what kinds of scholarship flourish and what kinds suffer
should producing competitive research take priority over educating competent
students do international rankings distort these and other university
priorities or provide needed objective assessments what are the university s
roles and responsibilities in terms of knowledge creation and dissemination
today and tomorrow in this collection scholars report from asia africa europe
latin america and north america they confront the realities and challenges of
higher education as it is torn between multiple public and private agendas
this comparative perspective illuminates both the continuing importance of
the university s public mission and the pressing need to clarify it diana
rhoten is the founder and director of the knowledge institutions program and
the digital media and learning project at the social science research council
she has published in a range of academic journals and advises cultural
scientific and educational institutions on issues of organizational design



creative collaboration and adaptive change craig calhoun is president of the
social science research council and university professor of the social
sciences at new york university he has served in a variety of academic
leadership positions including as a dean and has conducted research in many
international settings his most recent book is an edited collection robert k
merton sociology of science and sociology as science columbia
The Mediated Presidency 2005-08-18 the lgbtq community is especially
vulnerable during times of crisis like the coronavirus pandemic this resource
offers specific and gay positive advice information and help for gay addicts
and those who love and care for them a timely reference that addresses the
unique issues of gay men in recovery winner of the 2012 independent book
publishers association benjamin franklin award glbt category gay men and
substance abuse fills a tremendous void serving as a valuable resource for
gay men professionals concerned partners friends and family members in need
of solid information and guidance whether faced with a traumatic coming out
process caught up in personal struggles with body image engulfed in the club
culture or navigating a family system that does not accept his sexuality a
gay man struggling with substance abuse or addiction often faces cultural and
personal challenges unique to his life experiences yet many men and their
loved ones in search of help are forced to adjust to a traditional treatment
system or self help groups that center on heterosexual relationships and
family groups that neglect to include partners or address what can be a



uniquely challenging family dynamic by exploring the social and psychological
factors that play into homosexual men s addictions nationally certified
treatment counselor michael shelton presents a timely comprehensive look at
best practices in meeting the unique needs of gay men in recovery offering
keen insight on a range of issues including such common therapeutic
approaches as motivational enhancement therapy and 12 step
strategiessuccessful relapse prevention protocolstools for recovery from co
occurring sexual disordersthe importance of a loved one s role with regard to
intervention and supportthe complicated relationship between gay male drug
use and sexual behaviorhow to talk knowledgeably and with care and
sensitivityabout the author michael shelton m s c a c is a nationally
certified treatment counselor and does clinical work with males with
substance abuse and sexual disorders at four facilities in philadelphia he s
the author of four other books including boy crazy why monogamy is so hard
for gay men and what you can do about it
Ancient Mesoamerica 1993-04-30 the native maya peoples of mexico guatemala
honduras and belize have been remarkably successful in maintaining their
cultural identity during centuries of contact with and domination by outside
groups yet change is occurring in all mayan communities as contact with
spanish speaking ladino society increases this book explores change and
continuity in one of the most vital areas of mayan culture language use the
authors look specifically at kaqchikel one of the most commonly spoken mayan



languages following an examination of language contact situations among
indigenous groups in the americas the authors proceed to a historical
overview of the use of kaqchikel in the guatemalan highlands they then
present case studies of three highland communities in which the balance is
shifting between kaqchikel and spanish wuqu ajpub a native kaqchikel speaker
gives a personal account of growing up negotiating between the two languages
and the different world views they encode the authors conclude with a look at
the mayan language revitalization movement and offer a scenario in which
kaqchikel and other mayan languages can continue to thrive
Reports of Cases Adjudged and Determined in the Court of Chancery of the
State of New York. [1814-1850]. 1846 a grass roots cultural history of the
english parish from the earliest times to queen victoria
Wallace Stevens among Others 2015-09-01 shelley studies both the inadvertent
challenges that transpeople make to traditional sex and gender definitions
and the reactions of resistance defensiveness and phobias of non trans people
when sex and gender norms are challenged
The History of the Town and Parish of Tetbury, in the County of Gloucester
... 1857 the prominent contributors in friends and citizens examine the
relationship between friendship and politics in american thought and contend
that democratic politics is incomplete without citizen friendship and
similarly friends need political life to provide a framework for virtue this
volume honors wilson carey mcwilliams a leading teacher and scholar of our



time fourteen essays by teachers colleagues and students pay tribute to him
as friend and citizen and seek to share their understanding of mcwilliams s
thinking through their own analyses of american political life friends and
citizens is rich in the humor insights heritage despair and hope that
characterize the work of carey mcwilliams and his unique vision of america s
political promise this is an important book for anyone interested in modern
politics
Conscription, Conscientious Objection, and Draft Resistance in American
History 2023-09-25
Knowledge Matters 2011-02-22
Gay Men and Substance Abuse 2011-04-29
The Life of Our Language 2010-07-05
A History of the English Parish 2000
Transpeople 2008-01-01
Friends and Citizens 2001
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